Teacher Guidelines for FTF shows contain Sunshine State Standards

Presents

American Stories
“American Stories” was designed and created by Fantasy Theatre Factory to highlight stories
that were passed on verbally from one generation of Americans to the next. These stories
were chosen for their regional appeal as well as their stylistic differences: Yarn spinning, tall
tales, Indian legends, Appalachian humor, and stories from particular regions are represented
in this program. Fantasy Theatre adds its own special touch to each of these stories with
added humor, costumes, sets and music.

What are Tall Tales and Legends?
Tall tales spread as a popular literary form in the United States, especially on the frontier, in the
middle of the nineteenth century. Although they were passed around by word of mouth before and after
being written down, they often were written as "mock oral tales" in newspapers and almanacs, also
appearing in popular songs and plays. Tall tales often combined realistic local or regional details with
wildly preposterous, imaginative and comical fantasies. Some tall tales are also called legends, since
they are extraordinary stories associated with real people, places, or historical events.
Tall tales also overlap with other traditions of folklore and mythology when the tales contain
pourquoi tale plot elements - stories about the origins of things. Tall tale heroes bring about creations of
vast proportions, such as stirring up enough dust to make the Smoky Mountains smoky, or creating a
new constellation of stars. Some of the best-known Cherokee tales from Appalachia and beyond, told in
humorous and serious variants, with animal or human protagonists, explain the origins of the Milky
Way, fire, corn, strawberries, and the opossum's bare tail.
Tall tales are a real and valuable part of American history and culture. Much of their content is not
realistic, but they represent truths about human characteristics or experiences, even if they do so in
exaggerated or fantastical forms. Tall tales in which humans depict their heroes as larger than a bear or
a mountain, as strong enough to chop firewood for every house in West Virginia during a freezing
winter, reflect some very basic fears and desires about humans' relationships with nature and with each
other.

*Adapted From “A Background on Tall Tales” by Tina Hanlon
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Pre - Show Activities
Activity: “The Changing Play”
§ Have the class sit as though they were a grown up audience watching a
play.
§ Have them change their reactions as the imaginary play changes from
comedy, drama, horror, musical etc.
§ Ask the class to pretend to be a bad audience that is distracting and
impolite. Then ask them to behave correctly.
§ Discuss the difference and create a plan together for appropriate theater
behavior.
Sunshine State Standards Addressed:
Kindergarten:
TH.K.S.1.In.a Imitate an audience response to a theatrical production.
1st Grade:
TH.1.S.1.In.a Identify audience behavior required to attend a theatrical performance.
TH.1.H.1.In.b Demonstrate how people respond to a variety of events.

“Did you know that there are liars' contests held by adults in Appalachia? Many tall tales
depict incredible things happening to ordinary people. These tales are often about growing
gigantic vegetables or performing highly exaggerated feats of hunting or fishing.” Use the
following activities to create your own tall tales and legends!
Quoted from: http://www.ferrum.edu/applit
Activity: How To Tell A Whopper
• Use the Bibliography to find a tall tale to read to the class.
• Ask students to identify what elements combine to make it a tall tale.
1. A larger than life or superhuman, main character with a specific job.
2. A problem that is solved in a funny way.
3. Exaggerated details that describe things as greater than they really are.
4. Characters who use everyday language.
• Ask students to finish telling one of the following stories:
“I don’t have my Homework Because…”
“Iwas walking home from school when suddenly…”
“I have the most amazing pet…”
• Encourage them to include as many incredible elements as they can.
• Try to make each story taller by adding more outrageous details.
• During the play students can look for more settings and situations to create new tall
tales of their own.
Sunshine State Standards Addressed:
Kindergarten:
LA.K.1.6.In.b Listen to and talk about stories
LA.K.1.7.In.c Identify characters, objects, and actions pictured in familiar read-aloud stories.
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LA.K.2.1.In.d Select materials to view or listen to for pleasure.
1st Grade:
LA.1.2.1.Su.e Respond to read-aloud stories by contributing to a discussion and identifying familiar
characters objects, events, or setting and connecting to life experiences.
LA.1.5.2.In.c Listen attentively to read-aloud stories and poems.
2nd Grade:
LA.2.2.1.In.b Identify characters, settings, actions, and events in read-aloud prose
3rd Grade:
LA.3.2.1.In.e Respond to a read-aloud literature selection by relating the main idea or events to life
experiences.
LA.3.2.1.In.h Select a variety of fiction materials to listen to or read, based on interest and teacher
recommendations, to continue building a core foundation of knowledge.

AFTER THE SHOW
Activity: What is a Tall Tale?
• Review the elements of tall tales (see “How to Tell A Whopper“)
• Ask students to identify tall tale characteristics from the play
“Stories From America’s Backyard.”
Activity: Truly Tall Tales
• Use a piece of long paper from a wider roll of blank paper. At the top of the
paper, the students either draw pictures of themselves or attach a
photograph, and
at the bottom they can draw their feet or shoes.
• On the blank paper in between, the students can write a tall tale about
themselves.
• These make an effective display, and the idea of stretching the
truth in a tall tale is obvious!
Resource: http://www.ferrum.edu/applit
Sunshine State Standards Addressed:
Kindergarten:
LA.K.1.6.In.b Listen to and talk about stories
LA.K.1.7.In.c Identify characters, objects, and actions pictured in familiar read-aloud stories.
LA.K.2.1.In.d Select materials to view or listen to for pleasure.
1st Grade:
LA.1.2.1.Su.e Respond to read-aloud stories by contributing to a discussion and identifying familiar
characters objects, events, or setting and connecting to life experiences.
LA.1.5.2.In.c Listen attentively to read-aloud stories and poems.
2nd Grade:
LA.2.2.1.In.b Identify characters, settings, actions, and events in read-aloud prose
3rd Grade:
LA.3.2.1.In.e Respond to a read-aloud literature selection by relating the main idea or events to life
experiences.
LA.3.2.1.In.h Select a variety of fiction materials to listen to or read, based on interest and teacher
recommendations, to continue building a core foundation of knowledge.
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Theater Vocabulary
Play
Set
Actors
Script
Cast
Rehearsal
Prop
Performance
Audience
Stage
Off Stage
On Stage
Upstage
Downstage
Stage Right/Left
Performance
Applause
Bow
Horror
Story

A story written for the stage and the performance of that story.
Where the play is performed.
The people who perform the play.
The written story that is performed by the actors.
A collective term for the actors who perform the play.
Practice of the play.
Any object an actor holds in their hand.
Acting out the script for an audience.
People who listen and watch the play.
Where the play is performed.
Any area that is not in view of the audience.
Any area that is in view of the audience.
On Stage direction indicating moving away from the audience.
Moving towards the audience.
The actor’s right or left when facing the audience.
Acting out the play for the audience.
Audience clapping that says “thank you for a job well done.”
Bending at the waist, an actor’s thank you for applause.
A type of story intended to cause intense fear.
An account of event or series of events. A Tale.
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ABOUT FANTASY THEATRE FACTORY
Fantasy Theatre Factory, (FTF) is a professional touring theatre created in
New York in 1977, by Ed Allen and Mimi Schultz, performing artists and
teachers. FTF is currently headed by Producing Artistic Director Larry
Fields. FTF presents theatre for diverse family audiences. FTF’s 16 touring
educational shows appeal to pre-school, elementary, family, adult and
senior audiences. FTF shows cover themes of: Children’s Literature,
Reading, Ecology, Social Service, Black history, Bullying Prevention, Dance,
English, and Music. FTF performs in rural and inner-city schools, theatres,
parks, hospitals, community centers, and more. In this manner, Fantasy
Theatre Factory presents more than 300 Florida programs reaching over
130,000 people each year. Fantasy Theatre Factory’s mission is to make
more quality theatre programs available to more people.
Learn more by visiting FTF’s website @
www.ftfshows.com
Also Check out FTF on Social Media @
www.facebook.com/ftfshows, www.twitter.com/ftfshows
www.instagram.com/ftfshows
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“Stories From America’s Backyard”
Teacher Evaluation
Fantasy Theatre Factory is always evolving and growing, and we count on feedback
from you, teachers, administrators, and students to help us move in directions where
there is need. We would especially like to know which elements of the program were of
value, interest, and significance to you and your students.
What do your students remember most about the performance?
Are there other books/stories that you would like to see offered through our In-school
programs for future years?
Please take a moment to fill in this evaluation sheet:

School_________________________________________Grade Level____________
Name, Position________________________________________________________
Your Comments:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this form. On the following page, we have a letter
to copy and hand out after the play. We welcome letters, essays, and drawings from your
students. Please enclose them also and return to:
Fantasy Theatre Factory
6103 NW 7th Avenue, Miami, FL 33127
(305) 284-8800
Email: info@ftfshows.com Web Site: www.ftfshows.com
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“Stories From America’s Backyard”
We love fan mail! Let us know your favorite part and how much you enjoyed the show.
You can even draw a picture. We cannot wait to hear from you!

Dear Fantasy Theatre Factory,

Your Friend,
School:
Show:

Teacher:
Date:

